Seamlessly delivering an end-to-end market
broking platform for Assured Partners London

Overview

Challenge

When Assured Partners London (APL) needed a new
London market insurance broking platform they
approached Charles Taylor InsureTech (InsureTech).

APL is a service-led insurance broker based in London,
offering a professional and bespoke service to the
financial services sector.

InsureTech delivered an end-to end-solution, seamlessly
replacing two legacy systems and transforming APL’s
operational efficiency.

They wanted to unify all their businesses to improve
efficiencies across the group.

Their combination of technology know-how and deep
insurance market knowledge has given APL an edge
in the competitive London market.

Being faced with two separate incumbent systems,
APL wanted a solution that would absorb data from
their two legacy systems.
The new solution needed to centralise data for a single
source of the truth, and reduce re-keying and human
errors by incorporating document production and
integration into the London Market and a Sanctions
Checking service.

What made Charles Taylor InsureTech attractive was their
strategy of backup, contingency plans, succession plans
and expansion of the product… we gained confidence that
they wanted to invest in the product and its key personnel.
Sean Gough | Chief Operating Officer

Solution

Implementation

After conducting a competitive review, InsureTech
was appointed to implement an end-to-end solution.
InsureTech offered significant advantages due to
the capabilities of their broking platform, RiskSERVE,
their insurance market knowledge and the reputation
of their team.

A detailed implementation study began, combined with
regular review meetings to ensure that it was closely
aligned to APL’s workflows and processes.

We want to reduce the reliance on manual
spreadsheets, paper correspondence and re-keying
errors within a processing platform. RiskSERVE has
helped us to make our target operating model
scalable for the future growth of the business.”
Sean Gough | Chief Operating Officer

The implementation of RiskSERVE provided APL with
the ability to create a solution that best suited their
current operating model and was flexible enough to
adapt for the future.
Sean Gough, Chief Operating Officer at APL explained
that RiskSERVE had the ability to do far more out of the
box than any platform on the market, “RiskSERVE is a
flexible, scalable and versatile platform…Charles Taylor
InsureTech implemented the solution to best suit our
exact needs.”
RiskSERVE successfully went live in January 2017;
on time and on budget.

Benefits
Introducing RiskSERVE enabled APL to:
•	Reduce Monthly Client Money Reconciliations, an
FCA regulation, from three processing days to just
half a day

•	Reduce dual entry and manual intervention,
improving the external audits process and accuracy
of management reports

•	Centralise data so integrated documents use a
single source of the truth

•	Integrate to the market for A&S, BSM,
eEndorsements, Class and ECF processing.

Contact us today for more information
ctinsuretech.com/broking-platforms
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